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1 “Smart casting” with embedded
sensor for condition monitoring.

2 Autonomous driving. (Image:
© metamorworks / stock.adobe.com)
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Condition monitoring for e-mobility,

from loss, from external mechanical dama-
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ge, and from environmental influences. In
addition, a substance-to-substance bond

More than any other previous vehicle con-

can be considered in cases where a conven-
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construction solutions in order to compen-
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the manufacturing technological integrati-

effects in the casting process, and develo-

on of electronic functional elements directly

ping novel designs for sensor structures. At

in the casting process. This enables a sub-

the foundry technology center, the sensors

sequent process step to be eliminated. The

can be embedded using various high and

signal for the punch movement

functional elements are directly integrated

low-pressure casting plants. The finished
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“smart castings” can subsequently undergo

fatigue test.

critical loads are expected and need to be

standardized testing in order to analyze the

monitored. Thus, in contrast to externally

sensor function and component quality.

applied strain gauges, the measurement
can occur right in the flow of forces. The
sensor is protected inside the casting –

sectional image.

4 Image of a corresponding sensor

